26 February (Monday)
Conference Hall 114, Korpus I

9:30 - 10:00 OPENING OF THE ROUND TABLE

10:00-11:00 Session One, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Petar Vodenicharov

Daniela Koleva / Bulgaria/
Experience, Narrative, Method

Timothy Ashplant / Great Britain/
Working-class Autobiographies in Britain: Authorship, Publication, Scholarship, Interpretation

Marija Ilic / Serbia/
Shaping Group Identity: Autobiographical Narratives vs. “Group Narratives”

Svetlozar Eldarov / Bulgaria/
The Autobiography as Palimpsest: The Officer’s Career in the Life and the Work of Efrem Karanfilov

DISCUSSION
11:00-11:30 Coffee Break

11:30-13:00 Session Two, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Kristina Popova

Vanya Elenkova / Bulgaria/
The Motive for Idealism as an Argument in Describing the Biographic Trajectory in the Life Narrative

Slavica Srbinovska, Maja Bojadzievska / Macedonia/
Autofiction and Photography – Memorizing the Past
**Vladimir Penchev / Bulgaria/**
The Migration as a Text. (Research and Autobiographic Representation)

**Ana Luleva / Bulgaria/**
Memory and Forgetfulness – for Creating a Memory through One Scientific Project

**DISSCUSION**

14\(^{th}\)-15\(^{th}\) Session Three, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Daniela Koleva

**Grigor Grigorov / Bulgaria/**
Biography and Identity. The Choice of Nationality in the Besarabian Family of Chakir

**Liliana Deianova / Bulgaria/**
Interwoven Stories, Interwoven Autobiographical Times

**Kristina Popova / Bulgaria/**
Born in 1929. Female Autobiographies of One Generation: Vera Mutafchieva and Krista Volf

**Martin Ivanov / Bulgaria/**
The Autobiographies as Source of Social History: The Biography of Marko Riaskov

**Iskra Likomanova / Bulgaria/**
Balkan Autobiographies /Bulgarian Pavlikiani in Serbia/

**DISSCUSION**

16\(^{th}\)-17\(^{th}\) Session Four, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Iskra Likomanova

**Krasimir Stoyanov / Germany/**
Life in the Past as an Object of Biographic Researches
Ekaterina Keremidarska, Mladen Tonev / Bulgaria/
Autobiographical in the Confessions of the Prostitutes in front of the Police – Ethnographic and Social-Economic Explanation (on the Basis of Police Archives in the Period 1926-1944)

Panagiota Chatzigeorgiou / Greece/
Nikos Kazantzakis, “Zorba the Greek”: Elements of a Hidden Autobiography

Nadezhda Galabova / Bulgaria/

Mirjana Mandiæ / Serbia/
Content and Structure Organization of Five- and Six-year-Old Children’s Autobiographical Discourse

Vaska Stancheva – Popkostadinova / Bulgaria/
Autobiographical Notes of Bulgarian Psychiatrists in the First Half of the XXth Century

DISCUSSION

1730 - Conference Hall 114, Korpus I
- Presentation the book of Prof. Iliya Konev “Buk Karadzich for the Bulgarians and the European Bulgarian Studies”

2000 Cocktail – Vienski Salon. Center
27 February (Tuesday)
Conference Hall 114, Korpus I

**09^30-11^00 Session One**, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Elena Tacheva

*Svetozar Igov / Bulgaria/
“Forgetfulness” as a Strategy of Political Autobiography

*Elena Getova / Bulgaria/
Traveling and Autobiography in the XIXth Century

*Petar Vodenicharov, Milena Angelova / Bulgaria/
From Professionalism to Heroism – Unexpected Biographies of the Fighters against the Fascism

*Evgenia Ivanova / Bulgaria/
The Voter of “Ataka” – Biographic Profile

**DISSCUSION**

**11^00-11^30 Coffee Break**

**11^30-13^00 Session Two**, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Anelia Kasabova

*Maria Barkova / Bulgaria/
First Name, Biography and Identity

*Mihail Gruev / Bulgaria/
Campaign of Changing the Names in 1972-1973: Two Alternative Biographic Narratives

*Veneta Yankova / Bulgaria/
Autobiography and Identity. (According to the Accounts of Muslims from Shumen)

*Svetlana Tsirkovich / Serbia/
Expressing Time in Autobiographical Discourse of Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) from Kosovo
**Georgeta Nazarska / Bulgaria/**  
Life Narrative of Sonia Kraeva-Kikmenova and Balkan Female Autobiographical Tradition

**DISSCUSION**

**1330-1500 Session Three**, Chairmanship Dr. Milena Angelova

**Evelina Kelbecheva / Bulgaria/**  
Asymmetry of History – the Debate Holocaust / Gulag

**Anelia Kasabova / Bulgaria/**  
Food in the Life Narratives of Bulgarian Emigrant in Austria

**Yordan Eftimov / Bulgaria/**  
Symbolic Lyrics and Lexicon Poetry

**Hervé Georgelin / France/**  
Individual Accounts for Exodus and Settling down in Greece: from Anatolia to the Balkans

**Lenka Budilova, Marek Jakoubek, Mihal Svoboda / Czech/**  
The Narrative Preferences in the Memory for the Czech People in the Village of Belinci

**Anastasia Pashova, Veska Vardareva, Stilyan Stoyanov / Bulgaria/**  
"We Stayed Here to Suffer". Life Worlds of Tree Women from Tavria, born in the 20-es and 30-es of the XXth Century

**Miglena Ivanova / Bulgaria/**  
Autobiographical Narratives of Bulgarians, Served in the Ottoman Jurisdiction of Telegraphs in the Period before the Liberation

**DISSCUSION**

**1500-1530 Coffee Break**
**15**^30^-**17**^00 **Session Four**, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Stilyan Stoianov

**Elena Tacheva / Bulgaria/**
Premodern Homo scribens: Said and Unsaid in I-Narratives (according to the Materials of Revival Texts)

**Tsvetan Rakiovski / Bulgaria/**
Autobiography: The Identification of Ego in History

**Yulia Nikolova / Bulgaria/**
About One Renaissance Hronotop in the Light of Nine Unresearched Memoir Works

**Elena Nalbantova / Bulgaria/**
Police Testimonies as Legitimation

**Neli Metodieva / Bulgaria/**
Pseudonimity and Anonymity in the Novel “I will Sign Myself as Lui” of the Modern Greek Author Rea Galanaki

**Roman Hadzhikosev / Bulgaria/**
Can the Children Memories Stimulate Modernism? – Ion Krianga in the Context of the Romanian Literature

!7^30 - **Conference Hall 114, Korpus I**
- Presentation of the “**Balkanistic Forum**” New Books
- Presentation of the Book of Karin Taylor (Graz, Austria): “**Let’s Twist Again: Youth and Leisure in Socialist Bulgaria**”

**DISSCUSION**
28 February (Wednesday)
Conference Hall 114, Korpus I

0930-1100 Session One, Chairmanship Prof. Kostadin Dinchev

Jasmina Mojsieva-Guseva / Macedonia/
Autobiographism out of Genre Boundary Area

Sonja Petrovic / Serbia/
Autobiographical and Biographical Narrative Forms in Epic Tradition about the Battle of Kosovo 1389

Biliana Ristofska-Josifovska / Macedonia/
Gurchin Kokale: Autobiographic Profile

Petko Hristov / Bulgaria/
Gurchin Kokale: Local Myth

DISSCUSION
1100-1130 Coffee Break

1130-1300 Session Two, Chairmanship Ass. Prof. Petko Hristov

Dariia Vasileva / Bulgaria/
The Contribution of Lovech Organization for the Development of the Local Memoir Studies

Rositsa Zinovieva / Bulgaria/
Images of School in the “Autobiography” of Branislav Nushich

Katarina Sedlakova / Slovakia/
The Memoaries of Samuel Zacheja for Bulgaria

Marina Aroshidze, Ketevan Svanidze / Georgia/
The Textual Specificity in the Autobiographical Works

DISSCUSION
Sasho Rangelov / Bulgaria/
“Balkanization” of America and West Europe

Doncho Georgiev / Bulgaria/
“And then I Left the Boundary only with One Chest...”. Identity or Identities in the Autobiography of One Serbian Woman

Miroslav Kouba / Czech/
Balkan Travel Notes Odyssey

Petar Parashkevov / Bulgaria/
The two Collections of Sofronii Vrachanski According his “Biography...”